'There are shots in this movie that I genuinely believe
are on a par with 'Barry Lyndon'.'
Alice Cooper, promoting 'Monster Dog', 1984

"I point the camera, I press play. [Pause]
Actually someone else presses play."
The director of Monster Dog, 1985

Psychopath of the future, maybe
2089
I sit at home watching DAT.
Lunar Duck Zero is on.
Tom Selleck Mark 4 is bowling in a penthouse suite and
telling Josh Duhamel Mark 2 to make sure he takes care
of it.
Duhamel Mark 2 nods and then gets a tube out of there.
The AUTO-CAM pans to the window and follows the tube
across the lunar dirt.
If this were Indian Duck Zero, that wouldn't be a tube,
it'd be one of the old autocarros…and that autocarro
would have about twenty people hanging off the sides of
the roof.
The AUTO-CAM pans back to the penthouse suite. Tom
Selleck Mark 4 is going into what I think might be a
sauna. Joan Severance Mark 7 is waiting for him with
green cocktails.
Tom Selleck Mark 4…what’s he doing now?
I mean, right now?
Is he sitting at home on Lunar with nothing to do?
The programme continues but I lose interest and stare
out the window. There are lights in most of the windows
across the estate.
There are lights in the sky, on Mid-dock.
I squint and there are lights on Lunar too.
What are they doing up there?

"You can make the piranha sympathetic, sure,
but it's risky. I mean, there are only so many
assholes you can drop in the water."
Joe Dante, talking about 'Piranha' and the single dimension of its
antagonists, 1983

@rockmankills guess I'll see a
paedo president before I ever crack
mega man on NES
@rockmankills seriously this game
is fucked up
@rockmankills I was on the fucking
platform. Not even funny. Was on it
and it pushed me off. Fuck you
nintendo.
@finalboss fuck you capcom would
be more apt
@finalboss have you tried the
second game, it's easier
@rockmankills no, I like pain.
Sticking with this one until these
disappearing platforms bow down
before me #platformsdontvanish
@finalboss second ones better
anyway. Better villains. Though I
always wondered if they were truly
evil
@rockmankills WTF you talking about? They're evil.
@finalboss dunno. Seems to me,
every time I look at their faces,
they don't wanna be there.
@rockmankills if they're not with me...
@finalboss Fair enough.
@finalboss Take it easy on bubble
man though. Feel sorry for him the
most.
@rockmankills he'll feel me, mate, don't worry

'It's black and square.'
'Anything else?'
'No.'

'Good.' Teleporting Man taps the pad with his finger. 'Next. You're walking in the desert
and you see a child lying on the sand. It is bleeding to death. Do you help the child or
find the evil robot that put it there?
'I find the evil robot that put it there.'
'And then what?'
'I kill it.'
'Good. Okay, let's try a little background.'
Teleporting Man puts the pad down and explains the mission. I am a robot of peace and
to achieve peace I must kill. I must contend with the evils of Dr Wily. I must fight the
other men, the ones with only one function, the villains, Wood Man, Metal Man, Air
Man, Bubble Man. He explains each one in detail, weaknesses and strengths. I don't
know why he's saying this. I know it already. Training Man told me.
'I'm ready.'
'…because those bubbles can do more damage than you think, way more…'
'Teleport.'
'…but if you focus on…wait, I haven't finished going through the Instruction Manu-…'
'Now, teleport. Any level.' I adjust the metal on what I was told was my arm cannon. 'I'm
ready.'
'Very well,' says Teleporting Man, pressing buttons. 'You know best.'
I wait.
1.24528 seconds later, the black square picture above the red square picture vanishes. So
does Teleporting Man and the Teleportation Machine. And the grey walls and the
Instruction Manual and…
White light.
Brown ground.
It's a forest, more 2-D than anything I've ever seen in my [forty-seven minutes of] life.
The wooden machines spring out of the ground, leaving no hole, aiming things at me, I
don't know what.
It's okay. I was warned about this.
Everything will try to kill you, incessantly. Don't be scared.
I'm not scared.

I don't even know what scared means.
I push forward, jumping, shooting, jumping, shooting…it's weird, little white dots
worked so well in practice, but they don't seem to be killing much now.
Leaves slice my cheek. It stings. I expect red, but it doesn't come.
The man in the training room told me it wouldn't.
Training Man.
I guess he was right.
I shoot the thing that sent the leaf.
Six shots and it's dead.
I move on, down a ladder and underground into a surprisingly clean cave. A giant metal
chicken runs at me, panicked but no real threat. I shoot it three times in the beak. It
disappears. Dies? I don't know. I guess so. I move on, shooting, jumping, shooting,
climbing, until I'm back in the forest. I try to look sideways between the gaps in the trees,
but it seems I don't have that function. More running, more shooting, more giant
chickens with zero padding. Too easy. Way too eas-…
Another leaf.
That sting again, what is it?
I don't like it.
Avoid the leaves, says what I assume is brain matter. Run and shoot, says the suit. I'm
trying, I'm trying.
The suit ploughs on…no, I plough on…through trees that don't sway and ground
without slopes or troughs or anything that might tell me that people ever lived in this
damn place.
Vertical energy bar in my way. I don't…
No, wait, it's a door.
It machine guns upwards. I enter. A small passage, no enemies. Another energy bar. It
opens. I didn't do a thing, just walked near it. Wood Man's security is poor. Anyone could
walk in. Does Dr Wily know about this?
Energy bar closes, it's a trap.
Wood Man drops down without breaking his ankles.
Teleporting Man didn't tell me how to beat this guy, but he did say he was evil so I'm
sure it'll all work out.

'… … … … … … … … …' says Wood Man.
I was told not to speak, but I do it anyway. 'What?'
'… … … …'
'I don't understand.'
'… … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …' says Wood Man, jumping up to the
ceiling and stopping just short of smashing his own head in.
'I still don't understand. What language are you speaking?'
'… … …'
He throws leaves and shit at me and I take most of it in the face. You won't die easy,
Training Man told me, but you're not invincible either.
I start shooting, numbers over aim, sure my little white dots will make it through that
wooden padding. They don't. They ricochet off and…
'… … … … … …'
I ignore him and try dodging like I did in the training room twenty two minutes ago. It
worked then, it doesn't work now. Half a dozen leaves slice into my side. Beginning to
think training was named wrongly. Feeling weak. Don't know if Mega Man 1 felt this
too, but…
More leaves, more slices, more something that could be pain.
I don't like it.
I really don't like it.
For the briefest second I see five balls of blue light speeding away from me then…
White light.
Black Square.
'You probably shouldn't have started with Wood Man,' says a voice I recognise.
'It's black and square.'
'Huh? Oh right, the picture. Yeah, it's black and it's square. Okay, let's try something a
little more doable, shall we?'
'What?'
'How about Bubble Man? His area's not that tough, and the guy himself…well, I
wouldn't call any of these fuckers easy, but if you had to choose one…'

'You mean I'm going back in?'
'Technically, yeah. But instead of trees, you'll get ocean.'
'But…I can't swim. Can I?'
'Doesn't matter. Just drop down and walk along the seabed. Suit breathes for you.
Ready?'
'I don't know.'
'Okay, teleporting…'
'Will it hurt like last…'
White light then ground. Unconvincing green stuff that could be moss. Water dropping
in the background, way too programmed to be a waterfall. What is this place?
The suit walks along without me.
Giant frogs.
Baby frogs.
Crabs, age unknown.
Just like Wood Man's place, everything wants to kill me.
Training Man said they would, and that's okay because I can shoot them with my little
white dots.
But I tried that last time.
They couldn't even crack wood.
God, Wood Man. He's here too, I know he is.
I start shooting. I jump when I have too. Last thing I want to do is drop into the water,
don't care what that guy says.
Things become replica.
The enemies all have the same face and the same plan.
I shoot a thousand white dots and fall into the blue and it's no different than any other
place I've known in my fifty three minutes of life, except it's slower, it's all a little slower,
especially when I jump and…
A black knife goes into my skull and takes me back to the black square.
I adjust.

'Sea urchin, huh?'
'I can't remember.' I touch the top of my head, expecting to find a crater. 'Did I fail?'
'Fail is a redundant word, my mega friend.'
'I don't understand.'
'You died, and now you're going back.'
'Back to the sea?'
'Yup.'
'But what if I hit one of those sea urc-…
White light.
Seabed.
Blue water that doesn't move, that doesn't even know what moving is.
The suit moves.
The black sea urchins cling to the wall ahead and possibly the ceiling above but I can't
know for sure because I don't have the 'tilt head ' function installed.
If I want to look back, I have to turn my whole body.
That's weird.
What kind of suit is this?
I don't know, but it is blue and waterproof so it keeps walking and jumping and shooting
until I see that Bubble Man uses the same door installation company as Wood Man.
I don't want to go in.
I don't want to die.
I don't want to feel pain.
The suit does.
Wait…
The energy bars fire up and down and I'm facing a guy in a green suit. He stands still like
Teleporting Man, but also like Wood Man. Inside that suit is Cthulhu. Potentially I could
die a thousand different ways.
I conceptualise a deity and pray, even though Training Man told me not to.

This is death number two, and it's going to be weird. Painful too? I don't know. I vaguely
remember someone saying bubbles don't hurt like other things do, but right now,
nothing seems true. What does real actually mean when water doesn't move and sea
urchins stab me in the head?
'… … … … … … … … … … …' says Bubble Man.
No. Not this time, fucker. I fire three quick dots and they all hit. They all hurt. I know
they hurt because he does the frozen backwards dance.
I keep shooting, in packs of three.
A web and a bubble hit me in the neck and it's just like being slapped by oil. But…it
doesn't hurt like Wood Man's did.
It really doesn't.
'That all you got, Bubble Bobble?' I shout, confident, and somehow it travels through the
blue all the way to his head. He seems to nod, though he can't understand it. If I can't
understand his bubble shit, he can't understand me. That's how language works, right?
'… … … … … … … … …,' he says, floating down into the far corner.
'I don't understand you, idiot.'
'… … … … … … … … … … … …'
'You're stalling…'
'… … … …'
I picture bible thick dictionaries and ESL perverts in my head and shoot. I don't question
where those images came from. There's no need.
I shoot some more.
Bubble Man stops moving and looks me dead in the eye. He conveys nothing. His
suit…his body convulses then splits into six or eight pieces…six or eight, it's too fast to
be sure.
I stare.
Dr God Damn Wily, six to eight pieces.
Six to eight pieces.
I feel sick in my throat.
You don't need to eat, says a voice that may or may not be Training Man. Dr Wily does,
but you don't, and that is why you will win.

Win?
I don't even want to play.
The suit does.
It poses, triumphant.
I expect all of Bubble Man's workers to rush in and kill me, but they don't. I hear music
that is neither foreboding nor trance. I look at my chest and remember that I don't
actually need to breathe.
White light.
Black square.
'Good job, killer. Now why don't we try something a little…harder…a little…hotter
perhaps.'
Teleporting Man is already pushing buttons on the machine.
'He split into pieces…' I mutter.
'Pretty spectacular, huh?'
'Is that what happens to me?'
'When you die? Yeah, something like that. Okay, next up, Heat Man. Hope you're not
afraid of lava. Or lava-synth.'
'Wait…he said something…'
'Who did?'
'Bubble Man. Wood Man too. They were talking to me. You didn't say they could do
that.'
'Did you understand them?'
'No.'
'Good.'
'But Bubble Man sounded strange…scared maybe…at the end.'
'Evil doesn't feel fear, and neither do you. If they speak again, just imagine they're calling
you a dickhead. Okay?'
'But…'
'Teleporting…'

White light.
Red water.
Ten thousand kelvins and somehow I'm not sweating a drop.
I don't want to do this anymore, but the suit does so I go forward, shooting more metal
that wants me dead, jumping over lava that probably isn't real lava but is still
programmed just enough to kill me. Split me into six or eight pieces like Bubble Man.
Can lava do that?
I blink and the suit has me at the energy bar doors already.
They open.
I go in, my eyes closed.
It's either a guy with good padding or a guy who throws useless shit. Not much I can do
except shoot.
I shoot.
'… … … … … … … … …' says what I assume is Heat Man.
'Shut up.'
'… … … …'
'No.'
I shoot more dots, each one bouncing off fire and disappearing from programming
range.
'… … … …'
'I'm not listening.'
'… … … … … … … …'
'No.'
The fire continues, hitting me square on.
It stings.
I don't feel good.
'… … … … …' says Heat Man.
'Don't…' I say, the suit raising my arm to shoot.
He doesn't listen.

Things get very hot then very, very cold.
White light.
Black square.
'That went well…'
'What happened?'
'All the wrong things.'
'I died again.'
'Clearly.'
'I can't remember dying.'
'It's not something that can be remembered, not really. Can you remember falling asleep
last night?'
'I don't sleep.'
'Good point.'
'I only fight.'
'Well, far as I can tell, you jumped face first into one of his fireballs. I'm guessing you
won't do it a second time.'
'You're sending me back to Heat Man?'
'Yup. Same place. Just before his main chamber.'
'I don't want to.'
'You ready?'
'I want to take a break.'
'What?'
'I said I want to take a break.'
'A break?'
'Yes. I want to take a break. Now.'
'Ridiculous. Mega Men don't take breaks. Nor do they 'want' or 'not want' anything.
What's wrong with you? Are you malfunctioning?'
'I don't know.'

'Mega Man 1 was never like this.'
'He wasn't?'
'And he died…what, something like seven hundred times.'
'Seven hundred…'
'Yeah, seven, eight hundred, maybe even more than that. See, Dr Wily used to be a lot
more cautious, made a lot of the villains borderline impossible. That level with the Tina
Turner music…man, that was a tough one.'
'I want a break.'
'Still?'
'Yes.'
Teleporting Man stares at my 28 pixel face in its 52 pixel suit. He picks up a pad, the
same one he used to ask all those weird questions before.
'What are you doing?'
'There's a hurricane coming to your village. People live in shacks, some of them are going
to die. Do you find the robot that made the hurricane or save the people?'
'You can't make a hurricane, that's stupid.'
Teleporting Man looks at the pad then back up again. 'Do you find the robot that made
the hurricane or save the people?'
'If I do this correctly, can I take a break?'
'Answer the question.'
'Okay.'
'Do you find the robot that made the hurricane or save the people?'
'I save the people.'
'You sure?'
'Yes.'
'One hundred per cent?'
'Yes.'
He puts down the pad. 'Shit.'

COMING SOON: MEGAMAN 3

It’s 2am again and I’m sitting in the dark.
I don’t want to go to bed yet, but I have nothing to
do.
I pick up my COM and type ‘Tom Selleck Mark 4’ into
the IDMDB search.
What is he doing now?
Lunar Duck only, it seems.
Poor guy.
Mark 3 had a much better time of things…before the
accident.
Didn't he?
It seemed like he did.
But…
Maybe he didn't really have anyone?
I stare at the screen and wonder where all my
friends have gone.
I remember a few faces, a few nights out, long ago.
Yes, I know where they’ve gone.

EDITORIAL
The start of this thing is always the same.
It's been a year since the last one, haven't done this in ages, Christian Slater was still making films
the last time I printed a zine etc
I don't know why it takes me so long. Cash, I guess.
It costs around HK$6,000 to print this zine and send it to other places like LA, Sydney, Europe.
That's around £500. It's not a huge amount when you think about it, but it's pretty big for a
hobby.
…
Most people just make their zines as PDFs and stick them online. I'm gonna try doing that this
time too. If you wanna read this again online, go to the zizekpress site and download.

But nothing's better than seeing your zine in print and sending it somewhere weird like LA. I don't
know why more people don't do it.
Man, I always say it, but it's true. Even if you're dirt poor, you can still save cash to do one of
these things. If you want it enough.
Some people don't wanna spend any cash on their zines at all.
I got a novella submission a while back, which I said no to, but, as it was technically a zine she
wanted me to publish, I told her I could help put it around some places in Hong Kong and
possibly London.
She said, great, that'd be cool, but shipping is expensive so how about you pay me for the zines
and shipping, I send them to Hong Kong and you can put them around and sell them and collect
all the cash.
What the fuck?
No one's ever asked me to pay them to send zines here, and I've done it around eight times. It's
unheard of. Most people just ask for a swap. I send to them, they send to me.
What was she thinking?
I don't know, but I'm still confused about it because:
One, most zines don't sell well.
Two, most zines don't sell at all.
Three, shipping isn't even that expensive, if you're willing to spend money on the zine you've
made which you surely believe is worth something otherwise why make it?
I shipped 100 zine novels to LA and it cost about HK$650…around £50. It took a month for
them to get there, but it worked.
Is £50 really too high a price? Or £10, as it probably would've been if she'd sent 20 or so zines
here?
I don't understand people like this.
…
This issue [of the zine] is a little different from the others.
I've opened it up a bit more to other writers as I've decided to be more active online with zizek
press. There's a huge divide between real life and online life, especially in Asia as almost all the
places I've put zines in HK, South Korea, Taiwan and Japan don't use twitter. They have their
own sites like weibo and tawitero, which I have no presence on.
Even the places that do use twitter only use it about once a year. Hi, Filmkunst Berlin.

So, this issue has new writers. Brian Oliu. Beach Sloth. 2 Takes Frakes. And some regulars like
Marc Horne, Tyson Bley and Tomomi Leung.
If you've never picked up a copy of this zine before, or you've never looked at the small press
scene online, you won't know who any of these people are. I could've just made them all up. But I
didn't. E.g. if you search for Brian Oliu online you'll see he wrote a book full of Nintendo
essays…or essays on old NES games like Mega Man and Metroid…'essays' sounds a bit wanky,
they're more like lyrical stories…also sounds wanky…I don't know what to call them, but they
namecheck old NES games so if you were alive in the 80's you should feel something.
Did you know Nintendo means 'leave luck to heaven'? I didn't.
…
What else?
In June 2015 a book called 'Ljubljana Witch' will be published by permuted press. It is written by
me. Permuted Press is the one that put out 'John dies at the end' if you didn't know. You probably
didn't. The movie didn't do that well.
Anyway, there's a good chance Looby Witch is gonna get slaughtered or just ignored, for two
reasons:
Nothing much happens in the first 13 pages.
Nothing much happens for 100 pages in the middle.
I type 'nothing', but that's not really true. The main guy googles 'Hailee Steinfeld tits' on page 9.
And he writes to a guy in prison who he's exchanging with on page 10.
But no one dies.
…
Someone dies around page 22. I hope it comes soon enough.
…
Later this year, and early next year, we're gonna release some books. For one of them, we're gonna
try and make an old NES style game to promote it. Good idea? I don't know.
Playing Mega Man never made me want to read a book about it.
But this game will be different. It will be the kind of game where there's no way you can possibly
know that to progress further you have to drop down that hole with the sign next to it, the sign
with the arrow pointing 'up'.
I think it'll work.
…

"That was all him. The guy actually, truly believed he
was running a sex motel…"
Director of Psycho II talking about Denis Franz's portrayal of sleazy
motel owner, Sam Loomey

Re-psycho

According to Bob Hare, there are three

thermosphere. The temperature of the

things you can do with a psychopath:

thermosphere rises up to 1000 K at an altitude
of 1000 km.

i] Put them here:

All of the clouds and storms that we can see are
located at the bottom of Jupiter’s troposphere,

As Jupiter lacks a solid surface, scientists define
the bottom of its atmosphere at the point where
the pressure is 1 bar; the atmosphere is above
this point. As with Earth, the temperature of
Jupiter’s atmosphere decreases with height until
it reaches a minimum. This is the tropopause,
and defines the boundary between the

and they’re formed from ammonia, hydrogen
sulfide and water. The top cloud layer contains
ammonia ice. Below this are clouds made of
ammonium hydrosulfide. Water clouds form
down at the densest layer of clouds.

Basically: once the psychopath is in, he
won't be climbing back out.

troposphere and the stratosphere – it’s about 50
km above the “surface” of Jupiter.

ii] Lock them up in a mental institution and

The stratosphere rises to an altitude of 320 km,

never let them out.

and the pressure continues to decrease, while

iii] Let them charm you then authorise their

temperatures increase. This altitude marks the

release and wait until they kill someone with

boundary between the stratosphere and the

a hammer, like this guy:

Michael Stone, a convicted psychopath, killed a

the wrong side of it, how can you say they're

mother and daughter with a hammer after being

any worse than the guy who's very close to

released by authorities. He didn't say why, he

the right side of it.

didn't say sorry.

There are probably only two marks between
them on the test, but Bob Hare would say it

The problem with Bob Hare is…he's the

doesn't matter.

market leader. His list of

One's a nut, the other isn't.

questions/responses to determine a

It seems Bob Hare has declared war on

psychopath has been used by

psychopaths.

psychiatrists/psychologists/doctors/death

Is that the right response?

surgeons for the last 572 years or so.

The essence of the psychopath is clear in the

People have disputed it, said it labels people

list. Look at the following points:

too quickly, but have always been beaten
back down into their hole when a

They like to manipulate people.

psychopath classified by Hare's list has been

Remorse/empathy has no meaning to

released and killed someone again.

them.

With psychopaths, I guess this could happen

They have superficial charm.

often.
…

The more I look at these points, the more

According to statistics:

stuck I get. To manipulate people means

1% of people are psychopaths, no matter

being able to have control over things like

what their actions…

fear, charm, empathy etc.

99.2% of psychopaths are non-killers.

Psychopaths have charm, but it is copied

Perhaps violent occasionally, but no more

charm. If there's no empathy, there can be

so than Sean Penn in the 80's.

no depth to what they say [or no truth?]

…

E.g. If they see you with your girlfriend, and

1% seems like a high number...7 billion

say your girlfriend is a really lovely person,

people in the world, 70 million are

you feel good about having a lovely

psychopaths…can that be right?

girlfriend [or suspicious of the guy's

…

intentions].

If you read interviews with Bob Hare, you'll

This is a lie, according to the classification.

realise something that films have told us for

They're getting you on side, faking it…

a long time: we're all psychopaths [if you go

So…the charm must come from TV and

by the rules of Bob Hare's list].

movies and literature. But if someone's

There are degrees, but still…if you draw a

doing an impression of a popular character

line in the sand and someone's very close to

from shared culture, wouldn't the person

If they're amateur or low level, they'd try

receiving the charm realise it?

some wannabe actress in LA.

I would.

If they're at the top of their game, they'd go

The episode of Star Trek: TNG where Data

for Susan Sarandon.

mimics an entire relationship. It's obvious

What about liberals?

it's not really him. Is this the same thing?

Really, if a known psychopath/convicted

Psychopaths are smarter…they know what

criminal wanted to charm a liberal, it

we know, and they know how to beat it.

wouldn't be hard. The liberal wants to

Data has a ghost-white face and is called

believe in them, wants to reform them, fight

Data.

for them…they're practically making the t-

The only way around this is:

shirts as soon as they've shaken hands.
Remember the Penguin in 'Batman

a] if the person being manipulated is feeling

Returns'? Everyone loved him…even after

so low, they don't care if the charm is fake

he bit off the guy's nose.

or real, they just want someone to show an

But was the Penguin really beyond all help?

interest in them.

If they got a decent therapist, maybe they
could've turned him round…if Batman had

b] the psychopath keeps the charm so

been more willing to help…genuinely

general e.g. compliments on clothes, hair,

help…instead of forcing him to drive

face, tits [Mariah Carey, Minnie Driver] that

through a literal glass ceiling.

it can't be traced to any particular character

It seems possible…people do reform, with

or TV show or movie

the right buttons pushed. Psychopaths don't
have to be psychopaths forever.

I think it's mostly b].
The key point about the psychopath is:

Bob Hare's test…

he/she studies people. The idea is that they

I think there are seventeen points in

don't understand how to be normal so they

total…or seventeen descriptions that fit a

need to look around and pick up the details

psychopath...

of it.

…or seventeen ways to know if people you

Isn't this what children do too?

know or don't know are psychopaths.

Seems similar…

Just like 'The Thing', but with Q&A instead

…

of blood samples [Can the physical really be

The more experienced they are, the more

viewed the same way as the mental…? The

people they've manipulated, the higher level

Thing is either physically the person or it

of person they can target.

isn't. Blood is blood. The human could

mentally be many things, with shades of

When I see a disaster on TV, where people

psychopathy…]

have died, I don't feel much for the victims.

I wrote down three of them earlier…charm,

I would say I don't really feel anything.

lack of empathy, manipulation of

If anyone close to me died, I'd feel terrible.

others…and here are some more [the

In Star Trek, the supposed perfect human

average person should possess at least three

society of the future, the Prime Directive

quarters of these; a psychopath would have

allows primitive cultures to be wiped out by

four fifths]:

natural disasters while Picard sips tea in his
ready room, wanking over the Borg.

A huge sense of self-importance.

If I were a Star Trek captain, I'd save the

A need to be talked about [*seems

damn primitives.

similar to the one above]

The problem with Bob Hare's list is:

A troubled childhood.

psychopaths can read it too. They're smart,

Failed marriages.

they can fake having no ego, or having huge

Criminal versatility

amounts of empathy.
Everyone can.

There are more, but I can't remember what

I don't know what to do to fix these

they are. I know some of them cross-over

bastards…

with each other, like the first two above, but

…

I'm not a hundred per cent on the exact

Okay, how about this:

descriptions.
Looking at the ones above, I feel there's a

There's holographic technology and when it

good chance I could be classified as a

gets to a certain point…when it can recreate

psychopath if I took this test.

whole environments and people and

But then so could Michael Douglas.

things…you take the psychopath and say, go

…

in there and do whatever you like, until it's

Maybe the problem lies with definitions.

out of your system. The psychopath goes in

There are psychopaths in the same league as

once a week, no more, and…they can kill,

Manson, and then there are psychopaths

steal, manipulate, anything…just like kids do

who are somewhere in the middle.

in video games…and when they come out,

They don't feel remorse or empathy, but

all the bad stuff is drained out of them. If

they don't feel the urge to kill anyone either.

they fuck up in real life, they go to prison. If

Bob Hare's list would lock them up.

they don't feel like doing the holographic

Is that the only way?

thing anymore then they go to prison.
Problems?

Technology isn't that far along yet…isn't

giant toblerone, you don't want another one

that well-developed…without the tech,

for a while, that kind of thinking.

what's the alternative? Hire actors in dummy

The psychopath doesn't want to reform. To

suits? Use hallucinogens?

him, it's a…reduction of self? He is the sum

Still doesn't seem good enough.

of his thoughts and his thoughts include not

What else?

understanding how to give a shit about

It's not a cure, it's a punch bag. The

other people.

psychopath doesn't solve anything...he just

…

exhausts the psychopathic part of himself

The problem's still there…hyena-shaped.

until it's too drained to act upon. You eat a

How can you help someone and watch your
back at the same time?

Worf turned the page and skimmed before speaking again. Noriega waited, staring at
the cover and reading the title. The Koight-Vampf Test. What was that, he thought?
I've heard of that somewhere before...
'You're on a starship, walking along the corridor when all of the sudden...' Worf
started, looking at Noriega's face again.
'Is this the test now?'
'Yes. You're on a starship walking along the corridor when all of the sudden you
look down...'
'Which one?'
'What?'
'Which starship?'
'It doesn't make any difference which starship, Ensign, it's completely
hypothetical.'
'But why am I there?
'Maybe you're on duty, maybe you want to be alone, who knows? You look down and you
see a Bajoran, Ensign, she's crawling towards you...'
'Bajoran, what's that?'
'A Bajoran...from the planet Bajor...near Cardassia. Do you know Cardassia, Ensign?
'Of course.'
'Good.'
'I've never seen a Bajoran -- But I understand what you mean. I know Bajor. It's
just I've never heard anyone say 'Bajoran' before. It sounds different to Bajor. I
guess it just didn't click...'
Worf continued...
'You reach down, you flip the Bajoran woman over on her back.'
'What...I flip her on her back?'

The pencil flies through the air and hits me just under
the eye.
I stand up and think about putting my hands around Ian’s
neck and crushing it.
He laughs and rocks back on the chair. 'I go to Lunar,
Mr. Billy sleep in poo-poo.'
Little shit…
I pick up another pencil and throw it on the floor, a
couple of inches to the side of him.
I walk over and slam his chair down onto four legs.
‘Listen, you little…Ian. When you grow up I'm gonna find
you. On Mid-dock…Lunar…it doesn't matter, I'm gonna find
you and I'm gonna beat you. Understand?
He stares at me, unsure.
‘Do you understand?’ I say louder.
He laughs and goes back on his chair again.
I grab his collar and pull him back.
'You little shit…you think this is playtime? You think
you're ever gonna get off this fucking rock? You're
nothing…can't even speak straight. I was miles ahead of
you…fucking light years…I could've built a fucking
castle up there if they'd…if I'd…if things were…'
I stop talking and stare at his cheek.
He looks back, either afraid or confused.
'Forget it,' I mutter.
I let him go and return to my seat, stopping the tape,
playing back and recording over.

"I was worried it would just turn into one long, spinny, slo mo
killing fest on a farm. Thankfully Uwe [Boll, the director]
allayed my fears."
Christian Slater, press junket for 'House of the Dead 5: The Farm'

On location in Berlin with 'The
Sucking' [dir. Richard Kelly]
…with Tomomi Leung

Dude, I'm sitting in a porno cinema bar trying

suggestions where to go, directions, what to

to think of all the movies and stuff I've done

order etc. and then you're sitting on your own

this last year. It's been a year, right?

watching a Justin Long lookalike trying to

Actually, they call this place a bizarro cinema

fuck a squirrel.

bar, but it's basically porn. But more like

Okay…dude, I'm here to write, I know…I've

Cronenberg porn, I guess…like the kind of

actually got a lot to get through, though I'm

thing where normal holes aren't enough so

not dredging up any of that shit that

they have to get a chisel and make some more

happened in Brazil…can't believe I trusted

and then…dude, one guy just tried to put his

that guy…can't believe he made me say all

dick in a statue of David…it's a replica, but

that shit in Portuguese…did he not realise I

still…

have access to google translate?

Okay, I don't really know what I'm doing

Dude, fuck it, let's just get on with this. If you

here. Bruhl said it was a good place, but he's

couldn't already guess I'm in Berlin working

not even here…technically this should be a

on the new Richard Kelly thing…I guess

date I'm on now, but he didn't show up.

there's no way you could've known the Berlin

That's what you get with Daniel Bruhl,

part, but yeah, that's where I am. The Richard

Kelly part, that's the weird thing…he said the

It's better that way, right, dude? I mean, if

thing we're doing was sent to him by some

you're acting, all that meaning subtext bullshit

nut doing a zine…I asked who, thinking it

can really derail you if you think about it too

might be you, Oli, and to prove it's a tiny

much.

fucking planet we live on, it was you. Do you
remember any of it? It's called 'The Sucking',
I think it's was originally meant to be set in
Hong Kong, but Rich switched it to Berlin
cos he said there was no scene over where
you are. Is that right? It's weird, my mum
came from HK, but I've only ever been there
once, when I was seven…all I remember was
the planes flying literally low enough for me
to hold up my hand and touch their…the
underpart, what's that called? The trunk?

I don't wanna type anyway again, but I don't
know how else to change topic…or not
change topic, just move a bit further along
with the topic I was already talking
about…dude, all these years and my writing
skills are still at primary school level. And I
can't even use the second language excuse
anymore, because my Japanese has turned to
shit too. Seriously, I met Sanadasan…Hiroyuki Sanada…at the 47 Ronin
premiere last Christmas and I could barely
talk to him…he actually stopped me at one
point and asked if I was Chinese. Seriously, I
need to do a Japanese indie or something to
build up my vocab again…unless they're all
like the indies in the US where they just walk
around saying 'I don't know' all the time…it's
weird, it's not even a minor thing, it's

Anyway, far as I know, The Sucking hasn't

endemic…it's everywhere…no one seems to

been changed much from your initial

write characters with any intelligence

idea…it's about a guy, Daniel Bruhl, a kind of

anymore…they just seem unsure and anxious

supernatural alien being, who stalks different

about everything…you don't write that kind

artists and sucks the talent out of them. If he

of stuff, do you, Oli?

gets it wrong, if they've got no talent, he gets
sick…Rich said it was an allegory for AIDS
or something, but I don't go in for any of that
theme shit anymore…far as I'm concerned,
it's what it says on the tin and nothing else.

Okay, dude, I know you're probably losing
your shit right about now…I have enough
awareness of things around me to know
when I've written two and a half pages of
nothing.

Actually, the film's done now…the one in the

character, and ended up with the role of the

porno cinema, I mean…so, yeah, I'm

seventeen year old slut who he steps on most

probably gonna head off soon as Bruhl is still

of the movie. I mean, it's a big part, I don't

not here and I don't think he's likes this place

mind slumming it and doing all the semi-

as much as he said he did. Dude, it's

porno stuff, but there's not much intelligence

weird…this is the first film I've done where

to her. I tried to get Rich to give her more

neither the director nor the main guy has

confidence and bite, but he said it was against

tried to fuck me. Am I getting old?

the concept of the role. I guess he's right,
she's supposed to be stepped on, I get it…I
just wish she could've developed a bit of
power at the end…thinking about it, that's
your fault, isn't it? You wrote the thing, you
made her…look, dude, I don't wanna get too
bitter and feministic on you, but, seriously, is
this what you think of women?

I know Rich is married, but, dude, in
Hollywood that just means you've got
someone to have dinner with the nights you
don't go out looking for…fuck it, I don't
wanna say it. Being in Berlin has made me a

Okay, you're probably sick of this Sucking
thing…I'll try and recap all the auditions and
bit parts I've clocked since the Brazil
debacle…debacle means disaster, right? I'm
too lazy to check the online dic…

bit less sleazy, I think…I hope…don't really
wanna go back to LA if I'm honest, but as
soon as my part's done here, I've got no
choice. I mean, dude, I can say about four
things in German…defo not enough for me
to topple whoever's filling the Diane Krugershaped vacuum here…
I should talk more about the film I'm doing, I
guess…your readers probably don't know
much about it, so I'll try not to spoil anything.
I'll just say I auditioned for the role of one of
the artists who gets sucked by Bruhl's

Avengers 2
They were doing the auditions for this a year
or so back and…dude, you probably won't

believe this, but I swear to God, I read for

Anyway, I didn't get it, maybe cos I'm

Scarlett Witch. Yeah, I know, they said they

Japanese, I don't know…but I don't really

gave it straight to what's her face…the skinny

care because…you know, what are those

one from the cult movie…but that's bullshit.

movies anyway? Running around and flicking

It was wide open for like two weeks and

your fingers at people, pretending some light

somehow I got a reading with Joss Whedon

show's coming out…is that even acting?

and the kid from Kick Ass. Well, it wasn't

Seems more like the shit you did when you

completely wide open, it was headhunted a

were a kid to me…

little. Don't know how my agent got me in,
there were only fifty other women trying out
for it, all known faces…guess he made his
prettiest interns suck a lot of cock on my
behalf…but, anyway, I got in and, I'm not
even messing, I nailed it. Dude, I know, I've
done some swamp-level shit in my time, but
all Joss seemed to know was that Vince Gallo
thing I did a few years back, and he loved it.

Inherent Vice
Dude, tried and failed…pretty badly too, I
think. Fair enough, it's Anderson, he knows
what he likes, but it's weird that what he likes
is always skinny, white women. And it's even
weirder cos this movie's set in California,
which is where he's from, and do you know
how big the Asian community is in this state?
It's fucking giant, dude. I mean, I don't
wanna whine about race, but it's kinda true,
you know? And the thing I really don't get is,

So why didn't I get it? Dude, I have no clue.
My agent said something about the
pentagram being the wrong colour, but I
figured that was a joke…I don't even really
know what it means…Joss Whedon is Satan?

white women aren't even that
interesting…they've been done to death,
they're privileged, they look like Scarlett
Witch and Black Widow and surfers and
apparently every other female character in a

big Hollywood movie…I don't get it, dude, I

Feeling kind of low thinking about

really don't…how is that interesting? And

this...maybe I should go back to Japan, see if

they always come back with the demographic

it's any better there?

argument…like 6% of the country is Asian,
so 6% of roles go to Asians, but that's
bullshit…seriously, all that means is they fill
the background holes with Chinese or

I don't know…
…
…

Koreans, but how many of the lead roles are
Asian?

To: tomomirunsastripbar@gmail.com
From: zizekpress@gmail.com
Subject: Zine article?
Hey Tomi, I don't know if what you sent me
was the finished version or…
Could you let me know if you want to add
any more?

Actually I have a theory…they don't cast

Btw, the Sucking character you're playing did

Asians in the female roles because the male

get power in the end, your Hollywood

roles are taken by white guys and the only

director must've changed it to suit the view

relationship white guys can have with Asians

from his mansion.

is a submissive one…I mean, the white guy
treats the Asian woman like a doormat. That's

Oli

according to Hollywood anyway.

#

Actually, it's not a hell of a lot different from

To: tomomirunsastripbar@gmail.com

the character I'm doing now…the female
artist characters are all white, the punchbag
character, me, is non-specific Asian. I mean,
dude, aren't indies supposed to be above this
kind of thing?

From: zizekpress@gmail.com
Subject: Zine article?
Tomi, you okay?
Haven't heard from you, hoping Bruhl or
Kelly didn't do anything sinister.

Write back when you can, don't worry about

pit of disappointing men I always seems to be

the zine, I'll just print what you sent.

sinking into.

Oli x

Tomi

#

#

To: zizekpress@gmail.com

To: tomomirunsastripbar@gmail.com

From: tomomirunsastripbar@gmail.com

From: zizekpress@gmail.com

Subject: Zine article?

Subject: Zine article?

Sorry, can't do this anymore. Need to get

If you wanna talk…or type…I'm always here.

away for a while, get some distance…get
some miles between me and this shit sucking

Love you.
Oli

How

was made

Meeting in Osaka, Japan, 1982 between Nintendo programmers and other programmers. No
executives present. No Marketers. No Content Engineers etc etc.
PROGRAMMER 1: A robot that can shoot different things from its arm.
PROGRAMMER 2: Too mundane.
PROGRAMMER 3: An elf like creature that goes on a quest to rescue a princess. Half puzzle
solver, half slash n' dash.
PROGRAMMER 1: I like the princess part.
PROGRAMMER 2: Too fantastical.
Another programmer [the kid from Aoyama] walks in staring at his hand like it's transparent.
PROGRAMMER WITH GHOST HAND: A plumber. Italian. Short, fat, Bob Hoskins-like. A
princess kidnapped. Stuck in a castle. Eight of them. Each time you do a castle, we'll say, I'm
sorry, the princess is in another castle. The Italian can accept it or not. Probably accept it. Powers?
I know. Mushrooms make him grow. Bad guys make him shrink. Stars make him invincible. He
jumps on bad guy heads. No blood. Shit. I wish I were invincible. Don't you guys? Man, let's do
something. Eat a star maybe Yeah. Yeah-heh. Let's go to space and eat a fucking star. A big one.
PROGRAMMER 2: Well, the princess part is usable. And the apology note after each castle.
[Pause] I'm sure no one will mind.

Super Mario Bros // Brian Oliu
Thank you, but the princess is in another castle. We are sorry, but the princess is in
another castle. We are sorry. We are sorry, we are so sorry for all of this. Please accept
our apology. We are so sorry. We know how far you have come. We are sorry that
things have gotten complicated. We would’ve told you about the time it snowed, but no
one saw it. We would’ve told you about the time the fire spun underwater, but the squid

are the only things that can swim. We would’ve told you that when the sky changed from
pale blue to white black that it meant something, that you were close, that the sky is not
the only thing that changes. We would’ve told you that being indoors meant something.
We are sorry. We are sorry, thank you. We know that you stood on a porch in a city in a
world that you just met and the sky changed. We know that you thought it would be
different. We know that it rained. We know about the cascading. We know how fast
you ran, how quickly it took to get here. We know about the fireworks over the church,
over the chapel and how the sound never synched up to the blasts. We know about the
building named after a saint and the piano inside of it. We know how you would
practice. We are sorry for this. We know how you got from one place to another—how
the world gets interrupted. We know how you interrupt the world. We know that this
world would not exist without you. Thank you.
Thank you, but the princess is in another castle. Thank you, but the princess is in
another princess. We are sorry, but the princess is in another princess in another castle.
We are sorry, but the princess is in another princess in another castle in another castle.
The castle in another castle is made of brick the color of mint, the color of nothing, the
color of your eyes, maybe. The color of the eyes of the princess inside the princess
change according to her mood; according to your story. You have not seen them in a
while—they might have changed while you were running, while you were outside. The
morning after the night you made a promise you broke that promise. The trick is to keep
moving. The trick is to know when to stop, when to push your body forward like you
are trying to make yourself fall, like you are pretending not to notice the edge. We saw
the pause: we saw you frozen above the pit, suspended. We looked on. We are sorry for
staring. We are sorry that you are not laughing. We saw you run too fast. We saw the
dirt kick up from untied shoes, from feet not yet formed. We saw your arm lay dead at
your side while the other swung like a champion. Run to here and then back. Run
around this tree. Touch the chain-link fence with your left hand. Hear it shake. We are
sorry, but we know you can never catch up. We are sorry. To watch you run made us
laugh: the shortness of your legs and how they can barely carry you. Your timing is
horrid: it is such a horrible thing. Pause. This is as fast as you can go and we are sorry.
We are sorry, but the castle is in another princess. Inside the castle inside the princess
the weeds are tall but dead. We should’ve told you that the fire is able to hold hands, to
link together to form something taller, something larger than what you can imagine. You

see these things all the time. We know. We know you can explain how things work: the
method, the pattern.
We ask you to take pause. We ask you to think of it this way, for once. Think of your
legs moving up and down like pistons, like dead plants. Think of the world moving in a
straight line from right to left. Think about the time it rained crow’s feet. Think of how
the spikes moved, how they floated behind you the faster you ran. Think of the dream
where you ran so fast you levitated. Think of how slow you moved: your feet unable to
push off of the ground, over the sharp points. Think of how you can be chased while
standing still. Start thinking this way. The ground everywhere is made of rock: all of the
grass is dead. We give you thanks.
@beoliu man, that Mario thing is lyrical as all shit.
@brianoliuislyricalasallshit thanks.
I worry that it goes over people's
heads sometimes. Glad you caught it.
@beoliu I catch everything you do, its fucking awesome.
@beoliu youve got a huge talent and you respect your fans and
I respect that dude its cool
@brianoliuislyricalasallshit thanks
again.
@beoliu you keep on writing, I'll keep on reading
@beoliu ur stuff is prob the best shit ive read in last 10
years, no joke
@beoliu seriously dude its great
@beoliu what you doin now?
@beoliu im playing Mario 1 and thinking of your story man. you
played it a lot too right?
@beoliu we should hang out sometime and play together. dont
worry tho im not living in a basement ha
@beoliu where you live man?
@beoliu guess ur busy right now huh? no worries ill wait
@beoliu im stuck on Mario 3 man. how do you get past the
castle on the plant world?
@beoliu I know ur reading this I can see you replyin to other
ppl
@beoliu dont fucking ignore me man thats not cool
@beoliu fuck you man ur Mario story was shit
@beoliu dont even look like English what the fuck u writing?

"If we do this right, it could be the next Class of
Nuke'em High. If we fuck it up, it could be one of the
sequels"
Don Coscarelli on the set of 'Menace High', 2015

Note to [insert director name],
Have watched first cut. Not sure what it is I've watched.
Neither are the other thinkers. Please explain: plot outline,
character arcs, theme etc.
Marketing team
#
Marketing team,
Please read original poem film is based on. If you've never
heard of it, here's a clue: it's also called 'Menace High'.
Btw, insert director name, are you fucking kidding me?
DON
#
DON,
We've read the poem, of course. The problem is the film is
exactly the same i.e. borderline lunacy. In short: we cannot
market the film as it is, we can only market the brand. Please
take out anything weird or unreducible to either a single
image or tagline.
Marketing team.
#
People made of cardboard with no soul,
The poem is the film. No changes. In short: go fuck yourself
The Director of this film
#
Don,
Please send all revisions direct to this e-mail:
marketingteam@gmail.com by the end of the week at the latest.
Marketing team

Menace High // Tyson Bley

Foreword:
Cover a boring piss buddy in dollar signs. Choke the bass rose muff potato head balls
wax mouse bitch watts. Garfield's dick inter-dimensionally overcompensates. Glom on
exquisite enemy flip-flops smell. Fuck yeah Halloween-coalesce. Beach fear in the parking
lot. End of life. The Force flesh clown foot-operated bloody. Operatic titty cumshot
suicide photocopy glisten hate pony filament heart attack snake suck mermaid tube. The
faded lego head shoots out from the center of a horse turd orb. Debunk GTA Segway
squidward. Zip-tie swag wrack curves visible from space. A dumped body. Harvesting
delicious lifeless beautiful KitKat women monsters desert rot fever wrap. Spoiler:
forever. An undisguised unconscious colossus.
The feeling dinosaur-piles earth-toned in ribbed gangster kiss blood terminals interface.
Magnetic ducts spewing queer blood unite overgrown dream-addled tamponcephalic
supercomputer crying grainy rain spider paste explosions pasta-like streaming loneliness
echoes hack dying cyber-dreaming on a peg feels like punching the sticky
streets. Dreadful moonshine werewolf afterbirth shame bloom nightmare tumbler road
cone bling laughter rat faced at depressed lawnmower steel fashioned impact after goat.
Namely, never. Spurred by a pharmacopeia of acoustic beefcake MMORPG. My only
gripe is that only my propeller is latched to my bicycle
and to a subterranean sensitivity latched to my butthole chugs wet toilet laser. Copying a
jerking narcissist missing dark throat gravity bloodstains copy Pokémon-finger.
Mummifying. Copulate. Bic musk clickhole zombie Barbie and mindblow your dick dusk.
Fusing the spine of the spoon dying caterpillars GPS chernobyl pram sponge with.
Insanity streams shroud like the old Windex aesthetic. Would Linux swell and a bevy of
crocodile tears like carnivorous skulls head injury hump. Do drones prefer experimental
horsemanship who'd screw perverse helmet. Robot hip manslaughter materials imitate
fail squid aggression in terms of rubber band. Prozac fucked pussy rejected pussy eating
titty and electric titty condensed titty death intimacy ensued after dying blood chainz. A

giant spider undereye consequence rests sack shard haunt stomach nut sack lurch. Feed
plague cartilage quanta framing flashback ducts in the bush shrieks an all night vampire
and slams gruesomer
blood tarot and hung rubbery autopsy vector. Photographed humanoid magma
serpentine hanging out. Panic afflict Victorian Japan gross monster skeleton steam
blocked palpable tube of blood face bone yearning breath blood pale anatomy flowers
chainsaw continuity and creepy victim deep serial Lucifer computer death opiate junk
blend tender corpse bride consumption with barfing termites immortal penny drifts spun
sex cinder block hunger sloshing on Santa's knees and then some. The doomsday patina
gamma rays
e.g. LIKE THIS HOSE. Harsh X-mas tree reflector residue hollow rubbing walls of
anxiety sadness transmitters disables awful outlandish horse mask carrots socks' souls self
suck video in a bag of slurry science lab crab meat masturbation allows me to glaze fetid
big demon skeleton human centipede greener by dentist squirt fail paint piping rubber
hands. Extra lives log cheeseburger trash beam in exploding head wizard wheeze wedges
bear into tutu. Cock gaze hanging Subway hammock orange peel pimp schizophrenia
faux pas horror kooky trance cringe elevator spectrum and colliding shambling only
hideously alone would the barbeque blink out of existence.
Then crumbs easily get deep in the ass titty mowing nipple drive-thru paralyzed in ninja
anus color stages, youtubed, and beg for death from the log life form. The terror of just a
dead sci-fi trope gazing from a dick hole navel fantasy anus,
which I can't tell you what farts leper bung blunts humanlike ripple in a
weird bacon jar with horror puppet horns exoskeleton and sword pube mobius chic,
plows ass lead rippling sensors beestung in the Tetris sex castle and leper cock fart picnic
nipple hands ass crank ass aliens, suicide the way boobs titty looks. Please kiss my lung,
flesh bloody boobs nipple, in Transformer periscope peristalsis suicide colors with a new
horror pellucid stupid hair precursor of depraved nervous robot emotions the
way Amazon rapes orphans,
in the other hand jocks crank unclean jerk sores in spastic bulb poses garden fart dark
hypnosis headset recycling leper cock horror boner fail fart bangs a sort of dark Angry
Birds crank ass cloud data beauty hole, or leather comic green yung robot lung hole

stochastic. Techno 69 chicken coop solipsism totally gum prolapse bugger off, endow
swathes of ubiquitous rot torture rack stereo liver, and with his own ebola budgie potato
venom and mumblecore on the stalks of the sleaziest experimental church hotdog dong
yuggoth, the hatred's forked sparkler and violent CHAN's daily peen, not only his T-shirt,
a Roman candle severed head prison manga magus "psychopants" diaper hug devil
revenge asswipe, and evil sycophantic drug violence and the half alive bone
of doom similarities, celluloid light squirt exploitation and burgeoning also, until I win
penis solarium magnetic crust raw chronic semen nebbish as “Diabetes Kirk” and Topol
as “Spock”, straw nurse 5000 dish EEG dog-orgasm soul basement bruh 13 carnival
brainwaves flashing stiff in the druggy's mind, analog out-of-body Frankenstein
scar chug and the engendering of evil grandma boy dementia, a rotting VCR profusion
and possessed gargoyles wend and yet it ejects the interior sounds in tar
postcard light distance from what doesn't seem
quite right to the druggy

Afterword:
A permanent disablement option or
setting to leave an unconscious robot fetus
backwards loop on all the nice bits of machine
nurse presence a “storage green” bleep
of occult vintage butts, dirt/foreign body ingress
and interconnected frog leg penis robot
ninja suckers electrode nipple chain
scorched feet to silent infinite clown balls
in an experimental marrying of gangster fuzz
motherboard rubber orbit measured doughnut
blood gulps in rat fuck wizard product fade
tight Tardis headroom output choke and tarantula blood

crust umbrella boing with some harsh ashtray shame bruise
spork doom sour - and making friends in
the actual arbitrary fake snow tight spread Tintin upskirt
narcissist substance wedding vermin
spew over long party cadaver tooth ever since
the bloody human face jamb, eliciting boning
and cyborg nano porno fibers of radioactive
mirror ganglia glare with ninja turtle jug
singularity – then blend enjoying her permanent
3D printed strand of ribbed McDonald's
desiccated screw doll shark skull accelerator
Tool masked with Ernie's dog worm taint
rancid, opaque, coitus demon super particles
scratch love furniture bloody knees of action
figure.
#

NOTES FOR MENACE HIGH SCRIPT // Don Coscarelli
1] Main character?
Seems to be absent, but need to have someone to follow. Personify the high school?
Could work, but would be missing: sexual tension with anything else, conversation,
dialogue of any kind, murder
Use voiceover? The whole thing's in character…the narrator is the character, could
film it like 'DOOM'.
Problem: It's hard to feel anything for something you can't see the face of.
Don't wanna use mirrors to show face…it's been done.
2] Plot?
There is none.
Could turn it into a mood piece…not sure if I can get away with that kind of
thing. Ask Jarmusch for tips?

Do I really wanna make something like one of his…things?
3] Sex/violence
Beach fear in the parking lot - a bunch of surfers face off against…who?
Diabetes Kirk?
Jesus, what am I supposed to do with this?
4] Plot outline
Menace High is a place. Not a good place. The kind of high school where weird,
unexplained shit happens. I can do that.
Re-watch Twin Peaks. Understand it.
First 20 minutes - introduce the weird shit. Pick a character out if possible…if
not, just have a load of different actors roaming around the corridors and
classrooms and…I don't know, just follow what's written in the most literal way
possible.
Mid-section - too much weirdness could get dull, so…choose a group of characters
and stalk them…give the impression that any one of them could die at any time, but
don't show them being killed.
It's Menace High, not Murder High. Show the creepiness of the place, no
blood…maybe the characters disappear one by one without explanation.
Would this bore people?
Ending - just cut it off without warning. The school should be neither defeated
nor destroyed, it must continue.

"Horror, to me, is not a guy in a mask chasing some no
marks down a sewer. It's some no marks sitting around
chatting for two thirds of the movie…and then being chased
by a guy in a mask into the sewers."
Ti West, director of 'The Innkeepers 2: Monsters Unleashed'

@beachsloth saw one of your
stories on noplot and liked it.
Liked the no plot element
especially. You ever write film?

@tiwestworld not so far, but think I'd
be up for it if you're willing to
kidglove an amateur.

@beachsloth yeah, interested in
doing horror that really embraces
no plot aspect. Think your story
would be a good fit.
@beachsloth I have an outline, but
honestly I'm too rich and
successful to write everyday
characters now. That's where you
slink in.
@beachsloth no pressure. we can
just meet up discuss and see if
we're on same page. If not, we
detach, no probs

@tiwestworld would love to give it a
stab though don't know if my no plot
is the kinda no plot you want

@beachsloth just write from the gut
man and it'll be fine

About Me // Beach Sloth

I made the train. I sat down and watched the landscape pass me by. That famous Citibank building, that
slow encroachment of Manhattan into Queens, came into view right before I was plunged into vaguely
well-maintained tunnels. The sky was blue and gray. The sky could not make up its mind if it wanted to
be welcoming or foreboding. I felt the same way about going to the birthday party.
My friend Paul was growing older. I had not seen him for years. Honestly I could have easily
blown the whole thing off, made up an excuse about not being able to make it. Nobody would have
noticed as they saw me only sporadically and a few had not seen me for years. I thought about it
seriously considered it but something told me I had to witness him growing older, to take notes about
how to age well.
Every train was on time. I made every single subway transfer which I considered a good omen.
The rest of the train poured in and I realized I was the last stop on the train. Looking up I saw the
stations pass me by the glowing lights getting turned off with each new stop. When my stop arrived the
day had made up its mind. The day decided to be nice.

I walked towards the beer garden. Right on a table I saw a little sip pouch filled with the fruits
and vegetables a kid ages 0 to 5 would need. I did not see any signs showing it was not supposed to be
picked up and taken so I took it. That tiny sip pouch intended for children under the age of five would be
for Paul. I was bringing a gift.
I walked into the beer garden. The person at the front asked to see my id and stated I did not
need to take it out of my wallet as long as he could see it. He could not see it and I had to take it out. For
a moment I felt a deep shame as the license was from a different state, not the one I had spent most of
my life in, an imposter state. Seeing him look over my out of state license made me want to say “I am a
native New Yorker. Moving out was a foolish decision. Please forgive me.” I did not say that.
A couple minutes of me walking around seeing young groups made me realize that I was not sure
I would even recognize my friends. Then I saw Sam. She was roughly on time. Oddly I was one of the
punctual ones but after speaking to Sam for a minute I realized that there were others waiting for me.
Sam brought out the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle Decorations. They were in her bag. I
played around with blinking rings pressing on them to get sparkling. They were light blue and light pink
which I thought was a pretty limited color spectrum. For a while I spoke with Paul’s relatives about how
the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles had evolved from the goofy ones I knew in the early 90s to the darker
stuff they had become. We spoke with a certain degree of distraction because Sam was still getting
everybody sorted out endlessly texting people and trying to make sure the party was still a surprise for
Paul. None of the conversations were particularly insightful we were all just killing time.
More people arrived and I introduced myself to them. They probably forgot my name I know I
forgot theirs. People starting ordering beer and gave me some even though I did not ask. I thought to
myself “Cool party” and “Glad I do not have to spend any money on beer”. For a longer time I watched
one of Paul’s friends write various sayings on the balloons they had tied up to the tree. I saw that the
sayings were penis related which seemed appropriate given Paul’s nature.
I waited with Sam as she smoked a cigarette. I told her about all the random places I had been to
since she last saw me. We talked about how different the East Coast was to the rest of the United States.
She laughed and said there were huge swathes of the US where she would never go in her entire life,
including places I had lived. We went back to the table after she had smoked to set up a life-size inflatable
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle.
Paul arrived. I had not seen him in about eight years. Strangely I did not speak to Paul much as
he was speaking to people he had been in closer contact with, close friends and family. I did not mind. I
was simply happy to be there, to give him my weird gift marketed to children ages 0 to 5, and to talk to a
lot of the other people there. Everybody around me talked about work, New York, the world at large,
getting an MBA, and I felt completely at home. I absorbed their conversations through osmosis and felt
at ease.
We got together to play some game called “Cards Against Humanity”. One person named
Simone seemed to be super into it with everybody else just doing it for the laughs. I won a number of
times by finding the most offensive card. Apparently the game was basically opinion trolling and I was
pretty good at it. Everybody ordered food and talked about their careers of doing roughly the same thing
for the past several years. It felt strange to think about my career about all the places I had gone to end
up at a beer garden I had been to many times before; with the same plaque dedicated to Václav Havel
staring at me. I got bored at the same time as my friend Sam.
I walked with Sam to the station and asked her about the friends who were not there. Steve lived
in France and got married. Arthur had recently returned from Myanmar (though she called it Burma).
John, perhaps the closest out of the three friends, had fallen out with the rest of the group. People

considered John to be a total mess. As I waited on the train platform with Sam she described how John’s
behavior had gotten out of control since he returned from working overseas. I was surprised by this as
John’s behavior had always been out of control yet somehow tolerated. Maybe he had not matured
enough and his antics in undergrad translated poorly to adulthood.
Sam spoke about me while we waited for the last train. She explained how I had been a much
more anxious difficult person when she last saw me. From watching my rarely updated Facebook she
saw from afar how I had calmed down. Sam said she liked me more in this evolved defined spirit than she
did with me as an incredibly unpredictable and oftentimes cynical person. Right before I got off the
train she told me about a party in September that I should attend. I agreed. I walked home happy.

@beachsloth its good but not sure
if its creepy enough. I
highlighted potential scares. Can
you not set it in NYC?

@tiwestworld I live in NYC so all my
recent memory is there. But I'll try
and change. Is the no plot part okay?

@beachsloth no plot is there,
definitely, but it doesn’t creep
me out. Maybe I can do something
with it.
@beachsloth do you know any
ghost myths? we're missing that
@beachsloth guy goes to the
party and after he leaves the
ghost kills someone. All talking
can be about future/anxiety

@tiwestworld I'll try but can't
promise anything. Last thing that
scared me was the idea of going to the
post office

@beachsloth just do your best okay

@tiwestworld uh-kay
@tiwestworld I sent you the revised
version, did you get it?
@tiwestwrold should I write it again?
@tiwestworld yes or no?
@tiwestworld guess my time has come
and gone. Hope you can find a way to
scare people with mumblecore bye

"SPACE SEED"
(FROM: David Marcus TO: Unknown Dad)
Father,
I wish I knew who you were.
When you impregnated Mom,
Did you even love her?
Questions:
Am I just a mistake?
Like a clerical error?
Did your condom break?
I know ...
I didn't come from a beaker
Or an unclean toilet seat
Mom thought me a keeper.
Not you ...
One look, and you had to flee
Got in your car, sped out of town
doing a hundred and fifty.
Unfair ...
Other kids know their dads.
I didn't even get cards
for the birthdays I've had.
Science ...
Made me a Momma's Boy.
Another crazy torpedo
that she wants to deploy.
The Cards:
Mom and me play Bridge
other boys go on dates
But I'm mommy's appendage.
Relate:
I watch TERMINATOR 2
Pretend I'm John Connor
And Schwarzenegger's you.
The End:
Before you go in the lava pit
Now, Dad - you know why I cry
Mom finds the remote and grabs it ...

#

"A Kirk Moment"
... I get on top ...
and get it over with quick.
Jump in the Sonic Shower,
then scrub down my dick.

'On the street you just stayed away from the dead and gave
thanks for Tankbread'
Author: Paul Mannering
Publisher: Permuted Press
Out now

Oli: Your main twist on the zombie
genre is the idea of 'Tankbread' [cloned
humans used as zombie food]. Please tell
me you didn't get inspiration from 'The
Island'?

squeezed his hand. He then concluded
they were conscious and self aware – the
story ended with him dousing the entire
warehouse of clones in gasoline and
burning the place down.

Paul Mannering: One of the
inspirations for the concept of
Tankbread came from an old 2000AD
comic. In the Future Shock series – back
in the 1980’s. There was a story about an
industry where comatose cloned bodies
were grown for organ transplants. A
caretaker – whose job was to feed these
things baby food, had no interest in
them as beings until one day – one

Oli: No one is safe in this book. At one
point, a baby is torn out of its mother's
womb and ripped to pieces by zombie
teeth. Did you ever think of not
slaughtering babies?
Paul: No. I wanted Tankbread to push
boundaries of visceral horror. I wanted a
story that made people uncomfortable.
Oddly enough I have had more angry
responses over the use of the term

‘retard’ than I have about the violence
against women, men and infants.

tankbread. Did you realise you were
straying into literary fiction?

Oli: You're from NZ and everyone
knows you guys have a rivalry with
Aussies. Is that why you set the story in
Oz? To trash the place?

Paul: No one has referred to Tankbread
as Literary Fiction before. I’m touched. I
did choose the Opera House as it is such
an icon of Australia. The idea of a secret
nuclear power station being underneath
it (even a small one) was a bit of a sci-fi
idea. Given it’s geographical location, the
Opera House also has a more defendable
approach – so it all came together to
make sense.

Paul: Australia is a continent and a
beautiful country. They can’t help it that
their rugby teams and their beer are crap.
Australia gave me the scope to tell the
story I wanted to write – while moving
away from the standard apocalypse
environment of the USA.
Oli: In the 'Tankbread' world, there
aren't many places where the characters
can relax and feel safe. And when they
do, like in Moore Park [I think that's
what it's called], it soon gets overrun by
zombies. Logically, this kind of constant
threat should lead to a lack of
compassion or morality from the
characters, and it sometimes does, but
you mostly swerve towards an 'Us vs
them' vibe i.e. humans vs zombies and
not human infighting. Was that
intentional?
Paul: Humanity is presented as being
very self-focused. People will cluster
together for security and shared
resources. The Evols are the biggest
threat – though it is suggested that a
siege mentality exists among the
survivors and there are scenes of human
vs human fighting. Cannibalism is also
implied.
Oli: The Opera House is the symbol of
Australian culture, and is also the place
where the most uncultured, despicable
things happen i.e. the manufacturing of

Oli: 'They'd trained for this in a fucked-up
version of Stranger Danger, where instead of
some creepy bastard offering you lollies, he would
just tear your throat out.' The main
character gets some great lines in the
narration, but not so many that it makes
him unconvincing. What I mean is, he
mixes the mundane, the swearing and
the witty just like a normal person
would. Was it hard to strike that balance?
Paul: The Courier, or ‘Bad Dog’ as some
call him, started out as an outlaw
character concept. I wanted to show this
regular Aussie bloke – who by his own
tenacity and luck had survived this long.
Even in the darkest times, humour is
important – so he laughs at tragedy and
has a wry, observational style. His
approach has always been solitary
survival. Not wanting to get emotionally
involved with anyone – or tied to a
group – because there is always the risk
of attack, disease, in-fighting. I hope he
comes across as a character that people
can relate to. He isn’t Military Special
Forces, he has no secret abilities or
super-powers – he is just a man trying to
find his next meal and stay alive another
day.

Oli: The problem with the zombie genre
is…the zombies lack personality,
obviously. You try and get around this
by introducing smart zombies like Soo
Yung…but he's not the most interesting
guy around. Did you want him to be? Or
were you focusing on the human
characters?
Paul: Zombies in all forms are more a
symbolic representation of The Enemy.
They are non-vocal, unstoppable,
without mercy or reasoning. I love
zombies because they will not stop for
anything. They only crave your living
flesh and they can’t be appealed to in
anyway. The Evols became an extension
of that – a new species. Is it evolution?
Or is it just an aberration? My focus was
always on the human characters. Soo
Yong could have been a human and
simply working for the Evols. However,
having him as a zombie – made him
more interesting.
Oli: After the opening scene, the world
is filled in a little more and the story
really picks up. And the zombie action is,
incredibly, never boring. I read 'ExHeroes' and, although I generally
thought it was okay, I nearly fell asleep
during the 'killing zombies' scenes. How

did you manage to keep my eyes open
when 'Ex-Heroes' couldn't?
Paul: It is precisely because of the
standard tropes of zombie fighting that I
worked really hard on the action
sequences. I wanted to give readers a
sense of being in the thick of the
fighting. The sounds, smells, adrenalin
and pure terror of being attacked by an
undead mob.
Oli: You've written two sequels to
'Tankbread'. Are they both still set in
Oz?
Paul: Tankbread 2: Immortal – is set in
Australia. Tankbread 3: Deadland –
starts in Australia then moves on to the
USA
Oli: Will there be a 'Tankbread in
Space'? And what's all this about a
'Tankbread' musical?
Paul: Tankbread in Space – will be book
5. Tankbread: The Musical was an April
Fools Joke in 2013. I made a Press
Release and posted it online claiming
that the musical rights to Tankbread had
been sold and it was going to be a
Broadway musical play, with Neil Patrick
Harris in the role of the Courier.

"I swear to God, we filmed there [on the farm] for, like six
hours tops. All I did was point and fake shoot five, maybe six
zombies. How the hell he got a whole movie out of that, I
have no clue. [Pause] No, I did not read the full title."
Christian Slater after seeing the final cut of 'House of the Dead 5: The
Farm'

It’s a Thursday again and I’m in bed thinking.
Is it possible to just get up, pack everything and get
out of here?
I think of Friday and Saturday and Sunday and next week
and the other weeks after that and Christmas and…what’s
the point?
Even in a different district, what then?
I picture different districts: Austin, San Fran, New
York 3, Tibet 7, Taiwan-ho.
It's no good.
They're still slums…all of them.
I shake my head and put my face in the pillow.
I remember an old film. Jack Nicholson, a passenger, a
quote.
‘Everywhere you go, you go within the prism of your own
mind.’
#
In box room eight the students are laughing.
‘Okay, next question…’
I look at page five and see a picture of a box.
‘Casey, do you live in a box?’
They laugh.
Next to the box there’s a picture of a chicken.
‘Are you a chicken?’
They laugh.
‘What would you do if you woke up and you were a
chicken?’
We all laugh.

From: zizekpress@gmail.com
To: marczavox@gmail.com
Subject: new zine
Hey man, haven't heard from you in a while…since that thing in Cluj
actually. Did you get anywhere with that girl?
New zine is coming in a month or two. Probably print in Sept. No
real theme, but a lot of the stuff is leaning towards horror/NES
games. You free?
Oli

From: zizekpress@gmail.com
To: marczavox@gmail.com
Subject: new zine [still]
You been eaten by Romanians?
Need to know in next few days if you're writing anything.
Oli
From: marczavox@gmail.com
To: zizekpress@gmail.com
Subject: re: new zine
No, I'm still here. Romanians got blunt teeth and no speed.
I can come up with something, when's the deadline?
From: zizekpress@gmail.com
To: marczavox@gmail.com
Subject: re: new zine
Tomorrow.
Oli
From: marczavox@gmail.com
To: zizekpress@gmail.com
Subject: re: new zine
Fuck.
I'll try and do something now, send in a few hours. Not saying it'll
be good.

Hamlet of Yokosuka // Marc Horne

They say that revenge is a dish best served cold, but maybe they just
don't sell it hot.
I went to the convenience store this morning and counted all the
different kinds of rice ball. Imagining that later in the day I would
get kicked in the head.
While my father's corpse entered a new stage of decay and he shrugged
off his face, I was lucky enough to receive in quick succession a
Virtua Fighter gashapon figure that looked like me [Ryu] and like my
father's killer [Lau Chan]
I walk around town everyday and I talk to people but as I walk away I
hear them say, "Shouldn't he be avenging his father?" Why would I be
asking about sailors and things like that if I wasn't looking for
revenge? You just can't always find it in a concrete town.
The best thing about revenge is whether you kill the man or he kills
you, you win.
The worst thing is non-revenge. Driving a fork lift truck is a step
towards pulping the face, but no one knows. No one believes you can
drive towards destiny in a fork lift.
When the transcendent moment comes I will get on my bike. Nozomi
behind me to accentuate the wind in her chestnut hair and cashmere
sweater.
When that moment comes, music will swell like never before. Cinematic
camera angles will dominate.
At this exact moment, though, I am playing with a cat I found in a
box. Meanwhile the world spins and winds up my revenge.
I just need to walk around, look around and be ready for the moment,
quick with time.
I walk and avoid people for solid hours. I envy those that die in hot
revenge, bloodied and without a second of doubt, bloated up by
massive hormones. Bodies fall down like the leaves of autumn.
If I don't complete my revenge before all the leaves are gone, then
time will be taken away from me.

To the director of Psycho II,
I have recently been informed of your comments during an interview with a
magazine I am unaware of and…it is slander, what you said, and I'm not
standing for it.
Did you think you could rip me to pieces just because I'm dead?
Well, perhaps you should read up on advances in cryogenics, motherfucker.
I'm not dead, I'm very much alive, and am very able to receive information
from others about people talking shit about me in your world, which I'll be
re-joining sooner than you think.
If you thought I was fierce in NYPD Blue, wait till you see the real Franz.
I'm gonna gut you with your own fucking megaphone, or whatever it is you
pretentious fucks use, when I get out of here. That's a promise, from me
right to your fucking brain.
It's not too late though. I'm not an unreasonable man, I do know the
concept of mercy, and I'll grant it if you take back what you said. Take it
back, full retraction plus apology and then we won't need to talk to each
other ever again.
Got it?
Denis Franz, respected fucking actor

Denis Franz put down the pen and pad and stared at the moose head on the wall opposite.
Fucking directors…
There was a knock on the door.
He got up, unbolted the lock and checked the porch, but it was nothing, no one.
Just the trees outside.
He sat down again, aware that he wasn't really sitting down. The doctors had explained it to him
and he understood, but still…he didn't understand all of it.
'Your brain will believe the environment it's in but at the same time will retain faint awareness that
it is not real.'

'Huh?'
'It will be unnerved, anxious, scared…this is important as to survive in the disembodied state, the
brain must keep repeating these feelings. Joy, companionship, achievement will all lead to instant
brain death as they are non-analytical and will force you to relax and when you relax you will
undoubtedly unveil the truth of the situation, that is, physically, you are a brain in a jar. Do you
understand?'
'What ya mean? I can't be happy?'
'No.'
'I don't get it.'
'It is simple: when the brain is detached from the body, it is put in a jar. If the brain truly believed
it was in a jar, it would panic and die. Therefore, we must create the false environment, which
induces perpetual analysis, and a body to comfort the brain.'
'But you said I'd know it wasn't real…'
'On the deepest level, yes, you will know it is not real, but that will not be enough to destabilise
you. Or your brain, at least. It is similar to the feeling of dread you are experiencing now. It
overwhelms you, stopping you from questioning your existence. Therefore, we must replicate this,
which is why we choose a horror environment to place you in. It is the perfect setting to provoke
alienation and fear, which will keep your brain alive.'
'I don't like it.'
'Do you wish to die instead?'
'That's my only choice?'
'Yes.'
'Argh, fuck you, white coat.'
'It is a small price to pay…a waiting room of dread…to be brought back one day.'
Denis looked at the pad and all the scribbling he'd done. It was useless. The director of Psycho II
would never read it. How could he? He was over there, on that side, while he, Denis, was…

He looked at the moose head again.
Fucking motels.
Ha, fucking motels. It wasn't inspired by the moose head or anything, but he remembered that
time when him and his kid went hunting in Stephen King country. The kid had a catapult, he had
a shotgun hidden under his jacket. Every time the kid shot at something, he would take out the
shotgun and put it down. And every time the kid thought it was the catapult…even though he
heard the loud fucking BOOM right behind him.
Ha, kids. They're funny.
He smiled and looked at the phone. He still knew the number, maybe he wouldn't be mad
anymore.
Maybe he's in the laboratory, talking to me.
The laboratory…the lab…my jar…in a jar and…
There was a knock at the door. Denis jumped and then steadied himself quickly. 'Who the fuck's
that,' he wondered, getting up, wiping the palms of his hands on his trousers and opening the
door.
No one there.
Just the trees outside.
And the dark.
Someone isn't better than no one, he thought, sweating again.
If there is a nut out there, they could come in here, cut me up and who's ever gonna know about
it?
Denis shut the door, bolted it with the surprisingly huge bit of metal and sat back down on the
wooden chair. He wiped his hands on the sleeves of his shirt.
He looked at the moose head.
What was I thinking before?
Motels…hunting…catapults…ha.

He reached over and picked up the phone.
Maybe he's not that far away…shit, maybe he's outside in the car…
He dialled the number in his head and waited for it to ring. But it didn't ring. It just made the
same noise it always did.
He put down the phone.
Whoever cut the line is probably still out there.
Probably waiting for me to go outside and try to fix the thing.
He looked at the room around him.
The empty bed.
The empty couch.
The dead moose.
Him.
If only there were someone else here, he thought.
Sandra.
Jimmy.
Even that fuckhead director of Psycho II, I don't care.
Anyone.
There was a knock at the door.
He got up and checked the porch through the window.
No one there.
Just the trees outside.
And the dark.
…

It’s way past 2am and I’m walking along the highway
on my way to fuck knows where.
Block 7, Block 8, Block 25, I don’t care.
I feel tired. Really fucking tired, but…
Thursday, Thursday, Thursday.
I look up and see Mid-dock floating like a huge,
metal mushroom in the sky.
I see Lunar behind it, smaller, a million miles
away.
There are guys up there leaning out their windows,
spitting down on us.
I know there are.
I look back at the highway.
I freeze.
There's something on the other side, next to the old
hospital building.
It's…
It's grey and it's ugly and it's staring at me.
I reach for the keys in my pocket.
It won't make a difference, but…

"If I'd told him he was gonna stand in a field looking like a
tit for most of the movie, he wouldn't have done it, and I
needed him to do it cos if he didn't do it I would've been
stuck with Jimmy fucking Smits"
Uwe Boll, director of House of the Dead 5: The Farm, explaining how he
signed up lead actor, Christian Slater
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Now he moved on, as a man must
move on if he is the kind of
man who basically does nothing
but f**ked up shit

